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Flying out to Finland in Winter is perhaps not everyone’s dream,
temperatures reaching -10 to -30 degree’s are not uncommon, and
almost every one of the thousands of lakes in Finland were no
longer water just thick Ice. Never-the-less Master O’Neill was
invited out to Finland by the I.T.F. Finnish President Mr. Jean-
Pierre Feller 5th Dan to conduct an important Seminar on the ‘DO’
in Martial arts and the ‘Theory of Power”.
The Venue was Finland's National Institute of Sport, the Seminar
was hosted by the
Institute for the
benefit of all top
sports men and
women in Finland.
Most of the
students on this
course were top
coaches and
Instructors from
various Martial

Arts and sports teaching backgrounds.
As there were so many Martial Arts Coaches attending the

Seminar, the Institute wanted to have a Top Taekwon-Do delegate to
conduct a classroom Auditorium lecture on the 'DO' in Martial Arts
and the "Theory of Power", they had applications from other Taekwon-
Do groups in Finland
who had in the past
broken away from true
I.T.F. Taekwon-Do,
fortunately the
National Sports
Institute recognised
Mr. Feller as original
Taekwon-Do especially
with his links to our
First Grand Master
Rhee Ki Ha and of

course with

Master O’Neill as one of GM Rhee’s Masters.
They were delighted Mr. Feller was able to supply a
delegate, which for him has got him recognition for funding
from Finnish Government. - This is something no other
Taekwon-Do group in Finland has yet achieved.
Mr. Fellers contribution to this Seminar was for him a big
move forward in Finland I.T.F. Taekwon-Do, this seminar
recognised and Funded by Government giving I.T.F.
Taekwon-Do in Finland a much Higher profile.

Master O’Neill & Finnish TKD President J.P. Feller 5th Dan, doing 3 step
Sparring on Frozen lake - all background also same lake.

Master O’Neill & Anita standing on Frozen lake



Having spent a day
shopping and sight see-
ing, the rest of the time
spent in the fully
equipped Institute
which contains fantastic
modern accommodation,
eating facilities, as well
as complete sports
programs, now including
Taekwon-Do with Mr.
Feller.
On Saturday Master
O’Neill conducted a
training seminar for
Finnish Students, and on
Sunday conducted the

lecture lesson on Tenets of Taekwon-Do, and the Theory or
Power, this was conducted
in a classroom Auditorium,
with many top coaches and
sports people from
Finland. Many people after
lecture commented on
great value of information
the lesson was, even some
who don't study Taekwon-
Do found it most interest-
ing, and gave
congratulations on very
interesting lecture of
Taekwon-Do Tenets &
Theory of Power.

This very small selection
of
photos reflect
the Serious side
of the trip, ........
.....and for some,
well! - Need I say
more !!!! , the fun
side too!!.
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Stonehenge School secretary Anita
 whizzing down snow covered hill on inflatable ring.


